




























































 

   Please read the instructions carefully before you start to build your model. Take notes if needed. So, you may 
find out the materials and the tools those you need. 

 
   Use model knife to take out the parts the plywood sheets. Do not take them out with hand! 

 
   Change of temperature effects on plywoods quickly. So that, do not release the plywoods. Keep them on a 

flat surface by putting weight on them. 
 

   You may stick together the wooden parts easily if you sand the brown areas caused by laser with sand paper. 
 
   You should use super glue and white glue to stick together the wooden parts and use the super glue for metal 

parts.  
 

   Building the keel of your model, before stick the frames, be sure the frames properly seated on the keel. 
Otherwise you can’t build the body of the model rightly. Exactly be sure that left and right side of the frames 
are compatible and symmetrical. 

 
   After building the keel of your model, before the covering, you should test the frame edges by a cover strip. 

You should sand with a piece of sandpaper the frame edges at the right degree to touch the strips on to the 
surface exactly. The curves are mostly the front and back side of the body. 

 
   You should keep the strip tips in the bowl filled with water approximately one hour. So that you may curve 

the strips on the curves easily these are mostly at the end and the front of the hull. 
 

   You should cover the strip starting from the top for each side symmetrically. 
 

   You should cut the upper side of the strip when overlap occurs especially at the front curve of the body. 
 

   To make equal the surface of the body that caused by planking, you should sand with a piece of sandpaper 
(Firstly you should use thick sandpaper, then you can apply thin sandpaper), . You should fill the gaps after this 
processing. You may use leftover strips for wide gaps and model putty for small gaps. 

 
   If you don’t want to appear wooden tissue of the body of your model body; first, apply filler undercoat then 

sand with a thin sandpaper to make it ready to apply putty. Apply putty whole body and sandpaper again. 
Apply one more coat filler undercoat and sandpaper. You should not use very thick sandpaper to sand the 
putty and filler undercoat. You should repeat this process until you get the results as you want. You should 
apply undercoat paint to find out if any mistake appears at the body. The body gets ready for painting after 
these applications. You may use model brushes for filler coating. In order to understand whether the materials 
(such paint, filler, undercoat, varnish, etc.) are compatible with each other, you should test on the unnecessary 
parts.  

 
   Some of the model’s logo, name or the number are produced from decal paper. You should keep them in a 

bowl filled with warm water for two or three minutes. You should apply them to their places while releasing 
from their paper. You may attach easily If you apply gloss varnish to the place before applying the decals. You 
may apply matt, gloss or satin varnish after this application preferably. 

 
   You should keep your model away from direct sunlight, heat and moist to avoid deformation in the course of 

time. 
 

   www.turkmodel.net    
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